Abstract. In this paper we prove basic results in the approximation of vector-valued functions by polynomials with coefficients in normed spaces, called generalized polynomials. Thus we obtain : estimates in terms of Ditzian-Totik L p -moduli of smoothness for approximation by Bernstein-Kantorovich generalized polynomials and by other kinds of operators like the Szasz-Mirakian operators, Baskakov operators, Post-Widder operators and their Kantorovich analogues and inverse theorems for these operators. Applications to approximation of random functions and of fuzzy-number-valued functions are given.
Introduction and preliminaries
Let (X, || • ||) be a normed space over K. It is well-known that absolutely identical to the case of real-valued functions, the following concepts in the Definitions 1.1-1.3 can be introduced. A generalized trigonometric polynomial of degree < n with coefficients in X will be an expression of the form Tn(x) = ao + [akcos(kx) + bksin(kx)], where ao, a^, bk € X, k = 1,..., n and x € M.
(ii) Denote by Vn [a, b] , Tn the sets of all generalized algebraic and trigonometric polynomials of degree < n with coefficients in X, respectively, WfWoo = supx{||/(x)||}, ||/||p = (t\\f(x)\\Pdxy/P, if / : [a, b} -X, ||/||p = Go* \\f( x W dx ) 1/p . if / : R A" is 27r-periodic, 1 < p < oo.
Also, if H/HooCoo then we write that feC([a,b];X)
(or /eC27r(M;X)) and if ||/||p < oo, 1 <p < oo, we write / 6 IJ>{[a,b\,X) (or / € depending if / is defined on [a, b] or 27r-periodic on R, respectively. For / : R -> X, 27r-periodic, one define
and 00= sup {sup{||A£/(x)||;xeR}}.
0<h<6
Here
(ii) Let f : I X, where / is a subinterval of R. The fcth Ditzian-Totik I^-modulus of smoothness will be given by w$(/;5)LP :=wj(/;5)p= sup ||A^(x)/0r)||LP(/), 0</i<i 1 < P < +00, where 0(x) is a suitable step-weight attached to I and
otherwise. Here ||/||p := ||/||LP(/) = (J7 || f{xWdx) 1^, if 1 < p < +00 and ||/||oo=sup{||/(x)||;se/}.
REMARK. In the applications we will encounter the following step-weight functions <f) :
Let / : [0,1] -» X. The generalized Bernstein and Bernstein-Kantorovich polynomials attached to / can be defined by
and n (fc+l)/(n+l) (ii) (see [7] 
Also, in the very recent papers [1] [2] [3] , other results concerning shape preserving approximation, complex approximation and best approximation by generalized polynomials with coefficients in vector spaces were obtained.
In Section 2 of this paper we obtain estimates in terms of Ditzian-Totik LP-moduli of smoothness for approximation by Bernstein-Kantorovich generalized polynomials and estimates for other kinds of operators like : the Szasz-Mirakian operators, Baskakov operators, Post-Widder operators and their Kantorovich analogues. Inverse theorems for these operators also are proved.
In Section 3 we apply these results to the cases of stochastic and fuzzy approximation.
The main tool used in our proofs is based on the following well-known result in Functional Analysis. x* e X*, |||2*||| < 1}, for all xeX.
Basic results
For / : [0, +oo) -> X, we can attach the following operators :
where s", fc (x) = e-
fc , called the Szâsz-Mirakian, Baskakov and Post-Widder operators, respectively.
Denote by L n (f)(x) any from the above operators (including K n (f)(x)) and by L n , r (f)(x) the combination of the form (see [4, p. 116 
where rii and Ci(n) satisfy the relations (9.27), a), b), c) and d) in [4, p. 116] .
The main result of this section is formally exactly the same as that for real-valued functions (see [4, p. 117, Theorem 9.3.2]) and can be stated as follows. Proof. For / : / -> X, X* the conjugate of X and x* G Bi = {x* G X*; |||^*||| < l}i let us define g : I -• M by g(x) = x*(f(x)). Since x* is linear and continuous, it commutes with ^ and integral J and therefore we easily
We will prove only the cases 1) and 2) in the statement, since the other cases are similar. i.e.
In what follows, we need the following equality : for any F : [0,1] -> X with ||F||xp < +oo, we have l l j sup{|x*(F(x))| p ; Passing with e -> 0, we get the converse inequality too, which proves the claimed equality. Consequently, we obtain l Passing to supremum first with x* G Bi, by Theorem 1.5 and then passing to supremum with x G [0, +oo), finally we arrive at \\Vnir(f) -f\\g < Cin~a/ 2 , which proves the theorem.
Applications
In this section we obtain some applications to the approximation of random functions by random polynomials and of fuzzy-number-valued functions by fuzzy polynomials.
First, let us recall that if (S, B,P) is a probability space (P is the probability), then the set of almost sure (a.s.
) finite real random variables is denoted by L(S,B,P)
and it is a normed space with respect to the norm llfll = \s \9{t)\dP(t)-Here, for gi,g2 G L(S,B,P)
A
random function defined on [0,1] is a mapping / : [0,1] -> L(S, B, P) and we denote f(x)(t) G K by f(x,t). For this kind of / and the Bernstein random polynomials defined by Bn(f)(x,t)
= Y2=oPn,k{x)f(^,t), in [6] is proved the following. 
and f-bounded on [0,+00) means ||/||# < +00.
In what follows, we will obtain some applications for the approximation of fuzzy-number-valued functions by fuzzy polynomials. Then R^-is called the space of fuzzy real numbers (see e.g. [5] ).
REMARK. Obviously R C R^-, because any real number xo G R, can be described as the fuzzy number whose value is 1 for x = XQ and 0 otherwise. 
¿=0
where Yl* means sum with respect to ffi. Then we denote I = ^ / (x) dx.
A crucial result for our reasonings will be the following known result. Also, let us define the following moduli of continuity of /:
Here 0 2 (x) = x(l -x).
We present 
D[f(x + h<t>(x)) © f(x -W{x)),2 © f(x)\ < D[f(x + h<f>(x)), /(*)] + D[f(x)J(x -h<f>(x)} < 2^/, h),
we immediately get that
